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Lincoln International was pleased to speak on the Reshaping the Supply Chain Landscape: M&A 
Trends panel at Aviation Week Network’s A&D Supply Chain conference. During the panel, 
industry experts revealed key drivers of aerospace and defense (A&D) mergers and acquisitions 
(M&A) activity and associated trends. In the below perspective, we outline select key takeaways 
and insights on the market.

SELECT M&A TRENDS

Commercial Suppliers: As the aerospace industry continues its recovery to pre-pandemic levels, 
commercial suppliers are waiting for optimal sale windows, which heavily depend on locating the 
correct buyer at the right time. Generally, both buyers and sellers want trailing EBITDA to reach a level 
representative of the true, unaffected operations of the business before considering a transaction. 
Nearly 100 platforms touching commercial aerospace were acquired by private equity (PE) firms in 
2018 and 2019, and many are approaching the end of their desired hold periods. Additionally, there are 
platforms that were acquired prior to 2018 that are behind exit plans due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
We expect a more fulsome bounce back in commercial aerospace M&A activity during the latter half 
of 2023.

Private Capital Markets: The private capital markets remain open, particularly for high-quality 
assets. However, lending terms and hold sizes have become more conservative compared to a year 
ago. In general, lenders have decreased leverage levels as much as a turn of EBITDA, while rates have 
increased and more deals, both large cap and in the middle market, are requiring multiple lenders to 
participate as hold sizes have decreased.
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Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Build Rates: The outlook on build rates for OEM 
production has stabilized and there is general consensus that rates will rise, although to what level is 
a topic of much debate. This has yielded a more constructive underwriting dynamic for commercial 
aerospace deals – there is a heavier focus on when EBITDA recovers, rather than when build rates 
bottom.

Labor Shortages: Labor shortages continue to constrain companies’ ability to grow and meet 
forecasts, which in turn affects M&A timing. It is important for companies to have a strong labor 
strategy – e.g., forming alliances with local schools, recruiting out of state, etc. – in order to be well 
positioned to potential investors.

Valuations: Valuation multiples in deals that trade are not decreasing, and valuations on transactions 
with true intellectual property (IP) / proprietary products are higher than ever, particularly in space 
and defense electronics. However, on the margin, some sponsors are submitting lower valuations due 
to higher costs of debt and lower leverage. Higher cost of debt negatively impacts cash flow and can 
constrain the debt level that a company can handle. That said, financial buyers have been willing to 
over-equitize to win deals.

Continuation Funds: Continuation funds are rising in popularity and can be an appealing alternative 
as they extend the runway for an investment. This tool allows for limited partners to monetize or 
continue investing in a business, providing flexibility. Continuation vehicles gained notoriety during 
the pandemic as PE reached their hold periods on assets, but did not want to engage in a full sale off 
of a lower EBITDA or suboptimal values.
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